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Abstract
The Public Trust Doctrine (PTD) is a fundamental precursor to modern environmental law and
continues to be an integral principle of natural resource management. The doctrine has often
been characterized as an attribute of sovereignty that carries constitutional force. As such, courts
have held both legislatures and agencies accountable to fiduciary standards. As a doctrine of
property law, the PTD limits privatization, exclusive use, and degradation of trust assets. It
imposes a range of obligations on trustees, including the duty to exercise uncompromised loyalty
to the public beneficiaries. Courts have underscored the importance of the judiciary in
safeguarding trust assets from political pressures. With the emergence of modern environmental
problems, courts have expanded the scope of the doctrine to protect a wide range of public
resources that are crucial to public welfare. Globally, the doctrine is increasingly offered as a
paradigm for protecting planetary assets such as the atmosphere.
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I. Introduction
This chapter summarizes the Public Trust Doctrine’s role in environmental decision-making
worldwide and describes modern efforts to expand the doctrine and enforce its protection with
respect to global trust assets.
The Public Trust Doctrine (PTD) is the oldest principle of environmental law, pre-existing all
statutory environmental laws across the world. It has been described as “the law’s DNA.”2 With
roots in natural law,3 the doctrine springs from public property rights in natural resources
recognized since Roman times.4 The principle speaks to one of the most essential purposes of
government: protecting crucial ecology for the continuing survival and welfare of citizens. It
designates government as a trustee of natural assets “in which the whole people are interested.”5
The public, both present and future generations of citizens, stand as the beneficiaries of this trust,
holding an enduring common property right in the natural resources comprising the trust res.
Both legislatures and agencies are held to a quintessential fiduciary duty to protect the trust
assets (the “res”) to sustain future generations of citizen beneficiaries.6
Many nations, including the U.S., the Philippines, India, and South Africa, embrace the
doctrine as a central principle in their legal systems.7 The landmark Oposa opinion from the
Philippines expressed the intergenerational duty implicit in the doctrine:
[E]very generation has a responsibility to the next to preserve that rhythm and harmony
for the full enjoyment of a balanced and healthful ecology . . . . [This] belongs to a
different category of rights [than civil and political rights] altogether for it concerns
nothing less than self-preservation and self-perpetuation . . . the advancement of which
may even be said to predate all governments and constitutions.8
The overarching position of the public trust in political and legal traditions around the world
reflects the character of the doctrine as a fundamental attribute of sovereignty – a constitutive
principle that government cannot shed.9 Derived from “‘inherent and indefeasible rights’” that
the citizens reserve and retain against their government, the trust remains fundamentally
ensconced in the original social contract.10 Public trust rights are secured, rather than granted, by
any constitution.11 As the Philippines Supreme Court declared: “[T]hese basic rights need not
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even be written in the Constitution for they are assumed to exist from the inception of
humankind.”12 Public trust rights are often described as encompassing fundamental human
rights.13
By embracing rights retained by the people against their governments, the public trust comes
“twin-born with democracy,”14 distinguishing a society of “citizens rather than of serfs.”15
Conveyance of crucial public resources in violation of the trust would be “‘a grievance which
never could be long borne by a free people.’”16
II. Constitutional Basis of the Public Trust Doctrine
As a basic attribute of sovereignty,17 the trust represents, in effect, the slate “’upon which all
laws and constitutions are written.’”18 It logically rests embedded in national and state
constitutions.19 As a federal U.S. court stated, “The trust is of such a nature that it can be held
only by the sovereign, and can only be destroyed by the destruction of the sovereign.”20
In U.S. case law, the public trust finds a forceful rationale and underpinning in the
constitutional reserved powers doctrine, which restricts any one legislature from acting to impair
the sovereignty of later legislature in matters of crucial public concern.21 As Illinois Central
Railroad v. Illinois stated:
The legislature could not give away nor sell the discretion of its successors in respect to
matters, the government of which, from the very nature of things, must vary with varying
circumstances. . . . Every legislature must, at the time of its existence, exercise the power
of the State in the execution of the trust devolved upon it.22
Several nations, as well as some states in the United States, have taken the step of expressly
enumerating the public trust in their constitutions or statutes. Such explicit reference does not
suggest a previous absence of the trust, but rather reflects a legislative urge to codify basic rights.
For example, the Supreme Court of Hawaii in the United States made clear that the public trust
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doctrine exists independently of legislative expression, because it represents “an inherent
attribute of sovereign authority that the government ‘. . . cannot surrender.’”23
The PTD, whether explicitly enumerated or implicitly implied, acts as a constitutional check
on the power of both the legislature (the primary trustee) and executive branch agencies (the
agents of the trustee). 24 Without this supervisory doctrine, the essence of sovereignty – the
ability and duty to exercise power for the benefit of the citizenry – comes under threat. Present
legislatures and agencies otherwise may squander assets needed by future citizens to serve shortterm political interests, causing harm that is “likely to be objectionable to a future legislature but
not reparable by it within a reasonable time.”25 Recently, a plurality of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court invoked the trust to overturn a statute that promoted fracking, finding that “for
communities and property owners affected by [the statute] . . . the General Assembly . . . has
sanctioned a direct and harmful degradation of the environmental quality of life in these
communities. . . .”26
III. Trustees and Co-Trustees
As a fundamental attribute of sovereignty, the trust binds both national governments and their
political subdivisions.27 Several cases have also found the trust applicable to local agencies as
subdivisions of states.28 In many nations, courts have manifestly applied the trust to national
governments.29 In the U.S., where states have traditionally managed natural assets, the bulk of
public trust cases have been decided in the state context.30 But, with an increasing federal role
over the environment, the federal trust obligation gains crucial importance. While the U.S.
Department of Justice currently disclaims any federal trust responsibility, a federal trust
obligation finds support in established precedent, weighty scholarship, and compelling logic.31
Federal statutory law also recognizes the federal public trust.32
One considered analysis from a federal court characterizes the federal and state governments
as “co-trustees,” each bound by a public trust obligation carried out according to their respective
constitutional roles.33 Discerning the federal role in the submerged lands context, the district
court in In Re 1.58 Acres of Land declared, “Since the trust impressed upon this property is
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governmental and administered jointly by the state and federal governments by virtue of their
sovereignty, neither sovereign may alienate this land free and clear of the public trust.”34
IV. Role of the Public Trust Doctrine in Modern Environmental Law
Despite its initial promise, modern environmental law fails to protect vital resources. Under
the current system of environmental statutory law, agencies allow destruction of ecology through
permit systems that favor private interests. The broad discretion agencies enjoy draws
unrelenting political pressure from industry interests, often leading to agency capture. These
systems perpetuate a dysfunctional, fragmented approach that fails to stem aggregate resource
decline.35
The PTD provides a macro approach that evaluates the management of natural resources in
their entirety. Fundamentally, the trust focuses on the bottom-line functionality and health of
resources. Courts make clear that the PTD is not subsumed by statutory law but forms a separate
set of standards – called fiduciary duties – apart from any statutory law.36 These duties set a
measure of performance for both legislative trustees in enacting statutes and for agency trustees
implementing them: “The public trust doctrine at all times forms the outer boundaries of
permissible government action with respect to public resources.”37
Trust standards gain their force through stringent judicial enforcement. Unlike common law
standards (such as those arising from nuisance law), which can be displaced if the statute
“’speak[s] directly to [the] question’ at issue,”38 the defense of displacement is not properly
applicable in lawsuits to enforce the trust responsibility. As an inherent attribute of sovereignty
with constitutional force, the public trust doctrine can overcome statutes, unlike a standard
common law claim.39 The fundamental inquiry of the trust focuses on the adequacy and
legitimacy of the trustee’s action – whether it serves present and future generations of citizen
beneficiaries – and that question cannot be answered by reference to the parameters of the action
itself. Thus, a statute (or action under it) can never “speak directly” to the question the lies at the
core of a trust challenge.
The public trust imposes a “duty to exercise continued supervision” over trust resources even
after private rights to such resources have been allocated under statutory law.40 Invoking logic
applicable to the full realm of natural resources and pollution law, the California Supreme Court
declared: “parties acquiring rights in trust property generally hold those rights subject to the
trust, and can assert no vested right to use those rights in a manner harmful to the trust.”41
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Agencies must reconsider past resource allocations that “may be incorrect in light of current
knowledge or inconsistent with current needs” and must revoke permits that were impermissibly
granted or that become inconsistent with trust purposes.42
V. Trust Assets and Public Interests Served
The trust arises out of recognition that some resources stand so crucial to society that they
must be “protected by distinctive, judge-made principles.”43 Where a natural resource is a
“subject of public concern to the whole people,” it warrants protection as an asset in the people’s
trust.44 The scope of the trust is inextricably related to the public uses and interests to be
protected. The early cases recognized navigable waters, streambeds, sea shores, and wildlife as
assets comprising the “res” of the public trust,45 but few courts now limit the trust to those
categories. Most courts emphasize that the trust remains “sufficiently flexible to encompass
changing public needs,”46 and modern courts have greatly expanded the “res” to include,
variously, dry sand beaches, parklands, air and atmosphere, groundwater, forests, natural gas,
and other resources.47 Courts tend to extend trust protection to individual resources based on any
one, or a combination of, six factors: (1) public need; (2) scarcity; (3) customary use and
reasonable public expectation; (4) unique and irreplaceable common heritage; (5) suitability for
common use; and (6) ancillary support of other trust resources.48 Increasingly, the jurisprudence
and constitutional iterations move towards an inclusive concept of a full “ecological res” that
includes all natural resources.49 As courts recognize the hazards of ecological collapse, climate
protection is likely to become recognized as a paramount public trust purpose.50 Statutory
authorities authorizing recovery of natural resource damages to the trust iterate a full scope of
resources.
VI. Fiduciary Obligations51
A trust frame centers on fiduciary obligation rather than political discretion. Trustees have
both substantive and procedural obligations comprised of specific duties.52 Courts frequently
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refer to standards of private trust law to derive fiduciary obligations incumbent on public
trustees.53
The substantive fiduciary duties require a public trustee to:
(1) Protect the res from “substantial impairment.”54 This is an active duty incumbent on all
public trustees. A trustee may not sit idle and allow the trust property to “fall into ruin on his
watch.”55
(2) Conserve the natural inheritance of future generations. This duty is expressed as the duty
against allowing waste. Because “the beneficiaries of the public trust are not just present
generations but those to come,” a trustee must manage the property to protect the corpus for
future beneficiaries.56 For renewable resources, this generally means allowing present
generations to use the “yield” of the resource rather than depleting the natural “capital” that
sustains the yield. For non-renewable resources, it may mean rationing the resource between
present and future classes of citizens.
(3) Maximize the societal value of natural resources. This duty involves three core precepts:
a) a trustee may not allow squander of the asset; b) the asset must be used for its highest
public purpose; and c) trustees may not allocate public resources primarily to serve the
interests of private parties.57 Notably, polluting uses of public trust assets often violate one
or more of these mandates.
(4) Restore the trust res where it has been damaged.58 This principle requires the trustee to
restore the rightful wealth belonging to the beneficiaries.
(5) Affirmatively seek to recover natural resource damages (NRDs) from third parties that
harm or destroy public trust assets.59 This principle provides a financing mechanism for
restoration. NRDs are available in common law as well as through some statutory
provisions.
(6) Refrain from alienating (that is, privatizing) the trust, except in limited circumstances. A
trustee may not privatize trust assets except where doing so furthers the “primary purpose” of
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benefitting the public interest.60 Privatization may not occur where the “primary purpose” is
to benefit a private party or where alienation substantially impairs the public’s interest in
remaining trust assets.61
Procedural duties include:
(1) Maintain uncompromised loyalty to the beneficiaries.62 Courts require trustees to avoid
all conflicts of interest so as to eliminate even the possibility for any temptation towards selfdealing. Courts invalidate trust transactions tainted by conflicts of interest regardless of
whether the trustee acted in good faith.63 Logically, this duty would bar legislative trustees
from deciding matters on which campaign contributions from industry may instill selfinterest in their decision-making.
(2) Do not favor one class of beneficiaries over the other. As one court opinion states, “The
trust's beneficiary designation has two obvious implications: first, the trustee has an
obligation to deal impartially with all beneficiaries and, second, the trustee has an obligation
to balance the interests of present and future beneficiaries.”64
(3) Adequately supervise agents. A trustee must use “reasonable care in . . . supervising [an
agent] to whom he legally delegates the use of a trust power.”65 In the public trust context,
this duty requires legislative oversight of executive branch agencies delegated with the power
and duty of trust management.
(4) Exercise good faith and reasonable skill in managing the assets. A trustee must employ
“such vigilance, sagacity, diligence and prudence” as people would in managing their own
affairs.66 This duty requires agencies to strictly apply their expertise and authority to further
the public’s interest.
Decisions made on political grounds violate this duty.
(5) Use caution in managing the assets.67 Trust law does not allow trustees to enter risky
ventures. Applied to the public trust context, this standard invokes the precautionary
principle in managing natural assets.
(6) Provide a trust accounting. Trustees must furnish information to the beneficiaries
regarding trust management and asset health.68
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VII. Judicial Enforcement
The cornerstone of any trust lies in judicial enforcement: “The check and balance of judicial
review provides a level of protection against improvident dissipation of an irreplaceable res.”69
Citizen beneficiaries have standing to bring public trust claims against government officials,70
and courts have broad injunctive powers to enforce the public trust obligations of both
legislatures and agencies. A court may overturn a statute as constitutionally invalid under the
public trust.71 As one court stated, “The very purpose of the public trust doctrine is to police the
legislature’s disposition of public lands.”72 The political question defense has no legitimate role
in most public trust actions, because it would eviscerate review of the trustee’s performance.
While courts sometimes show deference to a legislature in balancing trust concerns, judicial
invalidation or veto should occur when damage to a trust resource is “irreparable or not reparable
within a reasonable time.”73 Where a court finds a statute inconsistent with the trust, a legislative
remand may be appropriate.
Arising outside of statutory law, substantive trust claims may demand a macro-level analysis
as to the functional health of the asset as a whole. Automatic judicial deference to agencies is
not appropriate, and courts may have to rely on outside experts to determine whether the agency
trustee met its obligations. The remedy in macro-scale trust cases may (unlike most statutory
cases) address multiple defendant agencies, each having different jurisdictional mandates. In
other contexts of institutional litigation, such as those involving prison reform, land use, treaty
rights, and civil rights, courts have developed effective ways of supervising recalcitrant agencies
and requiring affirmative action.74 Courts begin by defining the agency obligations through a
declaratory judgment. They invoke broad injunctive powers to require a plan for restoring a
damaged trust asset. Courts may retain continuing supervision to ensure full implementation of
the plan and may hold both agency and legislative trustees in contempt of court for failing to
carry out their duties.75
Litigation forcing the cleanup of Manila Bay provides a leading example of modern judicial
trust enforcement. There, the Philippines Supreme Court ordered a dozen separate agencies to
clean up Manila Bay pursuant to a plan supervised by the court under its continuing
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jurisdiction.76 The court invoked a mandamus remedy, making clear that agencies had a
“ministerial duty,” rather than agency discretion, to protect the bay, and that such duty “would
not be set to naught by administrative inaction or indifference.”77
VIII. Private Property and the Public Trust
The PTD presents an accommodation between reserved public property rights and acquired
private property rights.78 A parcel granted in violation of the trust is subject to revocation
without compensation, and the state may enforce the trust against “lands long thought free of the
trust.”79 Antecedent public trust rights continue to encumber parcels conveyed into private
ownership. The public rights (called jus publicum) combine with the private rights (called jus
privatum) to form full title.80
The jus publicum may take the form of an easement allowing public access over the property
(for example, areas along waterways below the high water mark and, in some cases, dry sand
beaches) or a servitude protecting ecology.81 Because the jus publicum forms a pre-existing and
inalienable right that “inhere[s] in the title itself,” a private property owner will not be entitled to
compensation under the American takings clause when the public exercises its right.82
IX. International Reach and Applicability to Global Resources
Recognizing that some of the most urgent ecological crises involve planetary life systems
that span national jurisdictional boundaries, some scholars urge a global co-trustee model for the
atmosphere, oceans, and other planetary assets.83 The approach recognizes that the public trust
doctrine is perhaps the only principle (absent a treaty) with pan-global recognition that can
provide a common global platform of fiduciary duty enforceable by domestic courts.84 Under
this construct, all sovereigns (and their subdivision states) stand as co-tenant trustees with
universal fiduciary obligations towards the shared global assets. A broad duty of protection can
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be scaled from the global to the national level and enforced in domestic judicial forums
worldwide.
This approach has inspired a global Atmospheric Trust Litigation (ATL) campaign on behalf
of youth to address climate crisis. Asserting a fiduciary obligation to protect the atmosphere as a
common public trust asset, the campaign seeks to force carbon emissions reduction by invoking
authority in the domestic judicial systems of states and nations. Cases and petitions launched by
the organization Our Children’s Trust (OCT) seek enforceable carbon reduction plans to
implement a prescription for annual carbon reduction developed by some of the world’s leading
climate scientists.85
X. Conclusion
Statutory law has dominated the environmental field for 40 years. Its permitting systems
have allowed colossal damage to life-sustaining resources. In face of looming ecological
calamities to which the political branches have not responded, the judiciary’s ability to apply the
PTD could prove crucial to the welfare of current and future generations. Public trust
jurisprudence already shows inherent capacity and inclination to expand to meet modern
concerns. The PTD embraces principles outside of statutory law that lie constitutionally
embedded in government sovereignty.
Courts may find it difficult to imagine a legal mandate outside of statutory law, particularly
since governments have systematically ignored their trust obligation for a very long time.
However, no area of law should be defined by its violation. As it has in the past, the Public Trust
Doctrine surfaces again to protect the interests of citizens and their posterity in crucial natural
resources.
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